This booklet contains CUF pre-approved options for fluorescent and LED fixtures. Any fixture not specifically shown herein requires Design Development Phase approval from CPM and Operations prior to proceeding into Construction Drawings. No substitutions are allowed for LED fixture componentry (they must be Philips.)
**CUF pre-approved options**

(graphic images are a representative sample. See mfr’s website for additional options meeting these criteria)

Criteria: LED (Philips componentry) / Quickship

---

**Ledalite**

- LED ArcForm (36) Recessed
  - Price: $$$
- LED PureFX (94) Recessed
  - Price: $$$
- LED Vectra (97) Recessed
  - Price: $$$
- LED Voice (98) Recessed
  - Price: $$$

---

Criteria: LED (Philips componentry) / 4 weeks lead time

**Ledalite**

- LED BoldPlay (78) Suspended
  - Price: $
- LED Chopstick (75) Suspended
  - Price: $
- LED Sync (74) Suspended
  - Price: $
- LED Verge (76) Suspended
  - Price: $

---

**Lightolier**

- LED Jump (12) Suspended
  - Price: $$$

---

[Square Aperture] [Round Aperture]
**CUF pre-approved options**

(graphic images are a representative sample. See mfr’s website for additional options meeting these criteria)

**Criteria:** T5 fluorescent (max 4’ lamp length) / Quickship

---

**Litecontrol**

- **ARCOS PERF**
  - Pendant Mounted
  - Compare

- **ARCOS ID**
  - Pendant Mounted
  - Compare

- **LITEWAVE HE**
  - Recessed
  - Compare

- **SAE 9800 ID**
  - Pendant Mounted
  - Compare

---

**SAE 7700**

- Pendant Mounted
- Compare

**WALL/SLOT 2000**

- Perimeter
- Compare

---

**Focal Point**

- Evolution
- Compare
- Fluorescent

- Verse II
- Compare
- Fluorescent

- Verse II Louver
- Compare
- Fluorescent

---

**Cooper Lighting**

- **Class R2 Linear**
  - Prismatic Lens
  - Corelle Shallow
  - Recessed Direct Luminaire/ Fluorescent T5

- **Class R2 Micro Baffle**
  - Corelle Shallow
  - Recessed Direct Luminaire/ Fluorescent T5

- **Class R3 Linear**
  - Prismatic Lens
  - Corelle Recessed Direct Luminaire T5, T6, CFL and LED

- **Class Z3 Micro Baffle**
  - Corelle Recessed Direct Luminaire/ Fluorescent T5 and T6

- **Indium Perf Suspended**
  - Corelle Suspended Semi-Indirect Perf Luminaire/ Fluorescent T5, T6

- **Navigator Cross Blade**
  - Parabolic
  - Corelle Suspended Direct Indirect Luminaire/ Fluorescent T5, T6
CUF pre-approved options
(graphic images are a representative sample. See mfr's website for additional options meeting these criteria)

Criteria: T5 fluorescent (max 4’ lamp length) / Quickship

Bartco

Ledalite

Metalumen

Elliptipar
CUF pre-approved options
(graphic images are a representative sample. See mfr’s website for additional options meeting these criteria)

Criteria: Compact Fluorescent / Quickship

Edison price
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**Criteria:** LED Linear Lighting

**Philips Fluxstream (quickship)**

**Philips Wraparound Owl**

**Philips Stairwell**